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Notes on the historical evidence
The documentary evidence examined to date mainly relates to the east of Sutherland,
although some relates to the west coast, including Assynt, which became part of the
Sutherland estate n 1757 . Sutherland estate correspondence only survives in sigfficant
quantities after about 1750. The position for court records is similar. The quantity of estate
papers surviving from about 1830 presents a particular challenge. There is a great deal of
correspondence relating to heather buming amongst the vast bulk of general estate
correspondence. However, it can be dfficult identifying policy decisions or detecting long
term trends.
Such evidence as there is for the lSth century suggests that heather burning was a cofitmon
practice. Landlords and estate flumagers were concerned about uncontrolled and out-ofseason buming. In 1784 the Freeholders and Justices of Peace of Sutherland ordered it to be
known that they were "determined to prosecute with the utmost Rigor of Law all such as can
be discovered burning Muirs in forbidden times", from I March to 20 September. In the lfth
century, under a more 'professional'estate management, stringent measures were taken to
enforce regulations, particulady amongst sheep farmers. A particular concem was the impact
of uncontrolled burning on native woodlands which were regenerating with the spread of
sheep farming.

In the 1830s a closer concern was taken with the introduction of estate regulations. Some
'improper' burning in 1836 on the farm of Achmore in Assynt which was tenanted by the
estate factor led to the dismissal of the shepherds involved. A draft lease for the farm of
Ardvar drawn up the following year included the condition that the tenant was not to
burn any ground without the written consent of the proprietor or factor. Ground officers kept a
watch on burning. On 13 May 1850 the Assynt Ground Officer reported that he had been
"through the most of the farms on Friday & Saturday - I could not trace out any muirburning
of late, but little patches on the lotters Ground above Drurnbeg & Nedd one of those was
above Nedd on the northside of Gormcnock, the other about 2 miles to the westside. as to the
Lochbannach farm there was no burning of heather this season, and I Saw Great deal of Mr
Scobies and I did not see any sign if it."
The rise of shooting lets (mainly but not exclusively over the sheep farms) introduced a
omplicating factor. In generaf it was recognised that the two interests need not be in
conflict. As early as 1 8 12 Patrick Sellar observed that judicious muirburning increased game.
In 1854 George Clarke, farmer at Stronchrubie in Assynt, requested extended leave for
burning: "I Should not like to burn much, which might be against our own interest, as well as
that of the Sportsmen." In 1858 one ofthe leading Sutherland sheep farmers argued that the
burning of the "heath on mure land" was in the interest of both farmers and sportsmen. His
approach was to burn in regular rotations according to soil and conditions.

In the early 1860s the estate adopted a stricter approach, probably in response to pressure
from sportsmen. The issuing of a circular requiring farmers to identify the ground they
proposed to bum generated a considerable amount of correspondence from sheep farmers.
For instance, tn1862, one shepherd at Acherral requested permission to burn the "eight part
of each square mile in Small Patches over thee whole ground - say some patches five acres
and Some thee one fourth of an acre". Another farmer could not give a "precise description of
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the ground proposed to be burnt this year, than to say that it is intended to burn about one
Eighth part of the whole in patches as regularly as possible." The farmer at Culgower stated
that "there will not be over one Sixth part of my farm hurt this season of course should the
weather become very dry we will burnthe flowes but if not we will burn a little ofthe hill
sides... of course it will be mixed over all the farm."
The tenant of Corrynafearn and Dalcharn applied for permission to burn "one sixth of heather
or of heather with a mixture of ling or moss grass; and in patches not exceeding from 20 to 30
acres, where the pasture consists chiefly or entirely of 'deer hair' or Ling a greater extent
might be burnt with advantage to stock, and without i"juw to any other interest. I could not
guess the extent in acres that it would be desirable to burn but shall name from 500 to 1000 on
each of the herdings of Corry-nafearn, East and West Halmadary - Gearnsary - Achnamoin
and Dalcharn. I hope I may get permission to bum to 25ft Apri! as it is seldom that any
burning can be done on this Farm within the shorter limit."
The tenant of Blarich felt that it was impossible to "describe the position and extent of the Hill
ground I propose to burn this Spring - this is to me impossible, as I want patches over every
Station or part of the Farm. I do not want any great extent in one place, only patches, of old
Scrunty [?] heather, which is useless for Sheep and game, indeed what is useless for Sheep is
the Same for Grouse, and what is for the benefit ofthe One is equally so for the other. I
would wish if the weather permits to burn Some extent of wet Muir or Floe lands, as this
is very seldom got done and when a dry season Comes we have to burn more than we would
wish in One year, and then we Cannot burn it again for five years should the weather be
favourable. What I have always found best and has practised for the last Forty years is to
burn patches or Stripes, say in a five Course Sffi, but then Some Seasons we get none done,
and next year have to burn more then I would wish in One year. I observe the particular part
of your letter i.e., the employment of a Sufficient Staffofpeople to Keep the fire within
bounds, this is impracticable having So many places to bum (perhaps in one day) that I could
not get people to do it, as Sometimes when blowing a strong gale no StaffI could employ
would be able to Keep the fire within bounds - but what I try to is to Keep the ground broke
up and then the fire has not the Same Scope, as also every year when going over the Summer
and Winter I point out to the Shepherds what is to be burnt and what is not the first Season
myse[ and at the Same time the impropriety or injury of having too much in one place,I
have even gone the length of telling and pointing out where to put the fire (taking the wind
into account) that too great an extent is not in one place, as it is equally injurious to the Sheep
farmer as the Sportsma4 I being a little of both although master of neighter [sic]"
Indeed, by the 1860s several of the sheep farmers were also sportsmen. Sidney Hadwen,
tenant of Kildonan Farm and Shootings, stated that he intended, when the ground was dry "to
have as much ofthe Flows burnt as possible & wherever there is deep heather to have it
carefully burnt in patches. all corries & places where Deer lay will be Kept without any being
burnt". He also leased the grouse shootings over the sheep farm of Achinduich in the parish
of Creich. In April 1862 he complained that "the shooting on the ground is ruin'd for the
coming season...the burning has been going on at a great rate hereabouts, the ground is so
very dry it is dfficult to keep the fire within bounds."

In October 1894 the estate fiumagement considered the issue of heather burning on sheep
farms and shootings. It was decided that "The regulations as to heatherburning to remain as at
p{esent in the Dunrobin district. In the other two districts where the heather grows less
rapidly a ten year rotation to be followed in place of a seven year. The limit of the extent of

the Strips for burning to remain as at present vixt. l0 acres. The penalty Clause in leases for
overburning to be enforced and a circular issued to farmers to this effect."

